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Star Army Tights

Star Army of Yamatai skirts and some bodysuits are worn with opaque tights. The tights used by the Star
Army are typically manufactured by Ketsurui Zaibatsu. These type of tights have been around since the
Star Army was founded in YE 21.

“You should be used to seeing women in tights. This is the Star Army of Yamatai after all!” –Kurohoshi
Masako

The Star Army Clothing Store sells pairs of tights for 10 KS each.

Design

These seamless tights feature an elasticized waistband. They are extremely tear-resistant due to their
advanced fabrics, which are essentially a futuristic nylon/spandex blended fabric mesh. Since YE 38 the
tights are also impregnated with Kinugoshi-ko, a high-strength artificial silk.

In YE 38, “tabi tights” with a separation between the big toe and the other toes were introduced for wear
with Star Army Jika-Tabi, Type 38. These are designated as Type 38 while the original design is called the
Type 21. There is also an upper-body version of the tights that is used with the bodysuit. It is essentially
a long-sleeve shirt made of the same material.

Colors

These tights come in solid, opaque Cadet Blue, for use with all Star Army Duty Uniforms and Star Army
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Female Bodysuit, Type 22.

Color Color Name Hex Used For
Star Army Cadet Blue #AEB6CA Class A Formal or Class B Everyday

White tights were introduced for use with the Class A Formal version of the Star Army Duty Uniform, Type
35 in YE 37 for certain formal occasions, but were removed from the uniform standards in 2月 YE 41.

There is also a black version of these tights that was sometimes used for funerals in combination with the
black Star Army Coat, Type 32. It is an atypical look that is not covered in the normal regulations, but is
nevertheless condoned by some Star Army units because it is good at conveying mourning.

Sizing

The tights are elastic so the standard size fits most Nekovalkyrja or humans. Additional sizes are
available for mini Nekovalkyjra and other species.

Proper Wear & Care

The tights should be worn with the waistband pulled up to the waist, and not rolled. Wear the correct side
outward.

The soldier's name should be written on the tag.

In certain hot weather conditions, the uniform code can be relaxed to allow bare legs.

These tights are machine washable.
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OOC Notes

Article by Star Army's uniform design nerd, Wes.

Star Army Logistics
Supply Classification Class L - EQUIPMENT PERSONAL ESSENTIAL & UNIFORMS
Products & Items Database
Product Categories clothing, uniforms
Product Name Star Army Tights
Manufacturer Ketsurui Zaibatsu
Year Released YE 21
Price (KS) 10.00 KS
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